EASAC (2017) ‘Negative emission technologies: What role in meeting Paris Agreement targets?’ - Relevance to Ireland
At the Royal Irish Academy, we champion research and promote awareness of how science enriches our lives and benefits society. As we believe that good research needs to be promoted, sustained and communicated, we bring academia, government and industry together to address issues of mutual interest, and in doing so, we contribute to public debate and policy formation.

As a Member of the European Academies Science Advisory Council (EASAC), the Royal Irish Academy welcomes this latest EASAC report: Negative emission technologies: What role in meeting Paris Agreement targets? EASAC is the collective voice of the National Academies of Science of the EU member states, Norway and Switzerland, providing independent scientific advice for policy-makers in the EU’s institutions, member states and Europe generally.

The EASAC report on negative emission technologies (NETs) finds that they have ‘limited realistic potential’ to halt increases in the concentration of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere at the scale envisioned in the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) scenarios, and suggests that rather than assuming that future technologies will be able to remove large amounts of carbon dioxide from the air, the focus should instead be on strengthening mitigation measures. The report therefore recommends that parties concentrate on rapidly reducing greenhouse gas emissions, better controlling deforestation and soil degradation, and developing viable business models for carbon capture and storage implantation.

This report is significant to Ireland’s stated ambitions to become a competitive, low-carbon, climate-resilient and environmentally sustainable economy by 2050. Ireland is a party to both the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) and the Kyoto Protocol, and supports initiatives within the framework of both the Paris Agreement and the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals. Ireland’s commitment to reducing greenhouse gas emissions is reflected in the National Policy Position on Climate Action and Low Carbon Development (2014), the Climate Action and Low Carbon Development Act, 2015, and more recently, in Ireland’s first statutory National Mitigation Plan, and National Adaptation Framework, published in July 2017 and January 2018 respectively. As envisaged by Ireland’s National Policy Position, the evolution of climate policy in Ireland will be a dynamic, iterative process, based on the adoption of a series of national mitigation plans and national adaptation frameworks over the period to 2050, and the new findings of the European Academies Science Advisory Council are subsequently worthy of Ireland’s attention and consideration.

This Briefing Paper by Dr Alwynne McGeever and Professor Mike Jones, MRIA, discusses the terrestrial NETs options reviewed by the EASAC report, and their relevance in an Irish context.
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Introduction

In 2015 at the Conference of Parties, the Paris Agreement was ratified with the target of limiting global average temperature rise to “well below 2°C” over pre-industrial levels, to avoid dangerous climate change. The most recent Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) report (IPCC 2014) provides possible pathways for achieving this temperature target, using Integrated Assessment Models (IAM). The vast majority of the IAM pathways for the 2oC target depend on the wide-scale availability and use of Negative Emission Technologies (NETs). NETs refer to any mechanism that successfully removes carbon dioxide from the atmosphere and stores it outside the atmosphere. The international community therefore might expect the availability, wide-scale deployment and successful delivery of NETs within the next 30-50 years.

Examples of NETs include afforestation, Bioenergy with Carbon Capture and Storage (BECCS), enhanced weathering and Direct Air Capture with Carbon Capture and Storage (DACCS). The carbon dioxide can be removed either biologically such as with afforestation and BECCS, or it can be removed via other chemical reactions such as with enhanced weathering and DACCS. The removed carbon dioxide can be stored organically in forest biomass or as soil organic carbon, or by being injected into suitable geological formations (CCS).

EASAC Report

The recent EASAC report, 'Negative emission technologies: What role in meeting Paris Agreement targets?' (EASAC, 2017a), assesses the feasibility and likelihood of NETs options being delivered at scale, as indicated by the IPCC IAMs (IPCC, 2014). EASAC found that NETs had “limited realistic potential” and are unlikely to achieve the emission removals required to align with the 2oC temperature limit. EASAC (2017a) reviews the challenges and potential of different NETs options. NETs carbon dioxide removal methods vary in efficiency and resource requirement, and different storage options vary in long term security and technical availability. Considerations for NETs deployment must include relative carbon removal capacity, cost, readiness, vulnerability to re-release of captured carbon, vulnerability to future climate change, biodiversity risk, energy penalty and land pressure.

Implications for Ireland

Ireland’s current emission targets are to reduce emissions by 20% of 2005 levels by 2020. Currently Ireland’s emissions continue to rise and are unlikely to meet this target, with projections indicating a shortfall of 9% (EPA, 2017). If Ireland could deploy and scale up NETs options it may be able to achieve significant nett emission reductions by offsetting emissions with carbon dioxide removal. However, as indicated by the EASAC report, it is unlikely NETs will be ready and effective in time to deliver this. The following will consider the terrestrial NETs options reviewed by the EASAC report and outline their relevance in an Irish context.
Carbon-Friendly Agriculture:
Ireland’s current policy position is to pursue carbon neutrality in the agriculture sector (DCCAE 2017). One way to achieve this may be to offset agricultural emissions by removing carbon dioxide from the atmosphere through land use and management. This may be achieved through enhancing organic carbon stocks in Irish soils, afforestation and bioenergy crops. However, difficulties exist in verifying changes in soil carbon stocks. EASAC (2017a) call for additional research into the potential capacity in European soils to store additional carbon.

Afforestation:
EASAC (2017a) highlights afforestation and reforestation as one of the most readily available and familiar NETs options with relatively low costs to deliver at scale. However, the key limitation identified is the very large land area required to remove enough carbon dioxide to be effective, likely imposing significant competitive pressures on food production. Another reason for concern is the insecurity of the removed carbon stored in the forest biomass, which could be re-released into the atmosphere by fires or harvesting (EASAC 2017b).

The deployment of afforestation in Ireland is already well established and features heavily in existing climate change mitigation policy. To maximise removal of carbon dioxide, restrictions are needed regarding minimum stand age, to ensure a nett gain of carbon, and harvesting protocols to protect stored carbon and ensure its permanence (Naudts et al. 2016). Issues such as the permanent nature of compulsory re-plant forestry, the lack of land control and management required, as well as the replacement of traditional practices are all challenges for successful uptake by farmers (IFA 2016). There are additional concerns about the impacts of afforestation on biodiversity, and on the environment generally from the primarily mono-culture blanket forestry currently being deployed (Kelly 2015).

Enhanced Weathering:
Enhanced weathering refers to the spreading of crushed silicates on the land to accelerate their chemical breakdown which results in the removal of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere through the formation of bicarbonate (Beerling et al. 2016). EASAC (2017a) find a lack of pilot-scale projects available to test the practical potential for enhanced weathering to deliver carbon dioxide removal at a significant scale. They also raise concerns about the logistical and cost implications of mining, crushing and transporting that material at the scale required. The main barrier is the supply of low carbon energy (for mining, processing and transport) to ensure it has nett negative emissions.

CCS:
EASAC (2017a) raise concerns over the slow progress, and the withdrawal of projects, in developing carbon capture and storage (CCS), due to a lack of economic incentive. For two NETs options (BECCS and DACCS), ‘off the shelf’ CCS is required. Ireland has two options in this regard (1) export its captured carbon to existing or future carbon storage facilities (such as in Norway and Iceland), or (2) develop indigenous infrastructure to store carbon offshore. There is large uncertainty about the storage capacity in Ireland due to the paucity of geological data. The Kinsale gas field is the most likely first suitable storage site, but would require an investment of c. €80 million to be properly assessed (CSA Group 2008).
**BECCS:**

BECCS removes carbon dioxide from the atmosphere through bioenergy crops or forestry, burning the biomass produces energy (re-releasing the carbon dioxide), the re-released carbon dioxide is captured from flue gasses and injected into suitable geological formations for storage. Similar to afforestation, EASAC (2017a) raise concerns about the land area required to provide bioenergy at scale for BECCS to be effective.

Trade-offs exist for expanding bioenergy crops in Ireland between emission reductions, energy demand, eutrophication and biodiversity (Murphy, Devlin, and McDonnell 2014, 2013; Bourke et al. 2014; Stanley and Stout 2013). Future policies should endeavour not to undermine existing policies in these areas (Burrascano et al. 2016). Additional barriers to expanding bioenergy crops include

- Cultural preferences in the agricultural community towards food production (Doran 2012) and hesitance to adopt energy crops because of a low financial return (Clancy et al. 2008; Clancy et al. 2011)
- The off-putting long-term commitment required with uncertain market and policy (Clancy et al. 2009). Miscanthus normally takes two years to establish and willow takes four (Styles and Jones 2007).

**DACCS:**

Direct air capture is “an industrial process that captures carbon dioxide from ambient air, producing a pure carbon dioxide stream for use or disposal” (Keith 2009), (Ishimoto et al. 2017). EASAC (2017a) recognises the promising demonstration of direct air capture in several pilot studies in Europe. The main limitations are the equipment size and the significant energy cost of running a direct air capture project. Key research priorities are to develop more efficient sorbents and reduce the energy requirements. In the Irish context, DACCS is currently prohibitively expensive and requires high energy input to operate and therefore would need a low carbon energy supply.

**Conclusion**

In conclusion, EASAC (2017a) provide a useful review of NETs options with many insights that are directly transferrable to an Irish context. They conclude that immediate effective emissions reductions should be the highest priority in pursuit of the global temperature limit, and caution that over-reliance and misplaced optimism in NETs may lead to insufficient emission reduction action and significantly increase the risks of dangerous future climate change. In Ireland, the NETs option currently most familiar, feasible and affordable to deploy is afforestation. However, land area requirements and the long-term security of the removed carbon dioxide limit afforestation’s realistic potential to effectively offset national emissions. NETs options that have more permanent storage, such as BECCS and DACCS, are currently unavailable in Ireland due to cost, lack of infrastructure and technological immaturity. While developing NETs options in Ireland continues to be of significant national interest, EASAC (2017a) find that NETs will not ‘compensate for inadequate mitigation measures’.
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**Further information**

The Royal Irish Academy/Acadamh Ríoga na hÉireann is Ireland’s leading body of experts in the sciences, humanities and social sciences. The Academy champions research, and identifies and recognises Ireland’s world class researchers. It supports scholarship and promotes awareness of how science and the humanities enrich our lives and benefit society. Membership of the Academy is by election and is considered the highest Academic honour in Ireland.

For further information on this submission please contact Mr. Craig Skerritt, Programme Manager for Policy and International Relations, Royal Irish Academy. Email: c.skerritt@ria.ie.